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ARCS FOUNDATION
ACHIEVEMENT REWARDS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

The ARCS Foundation, founded in Los Angeles in 1958, recognizes that America's future rests with the young men and women who will invent the answers to the scientific and technological challenges we face as a nation today.

Its 1,700 members in 15 chapters throughout the United States provide scholarship funds for academically outstanding United States citizens who are pursuing higher educations in the fields of natural science, medicine and engineering.

The newly formed Atlanta Chapter will contribute to scholarships for students in Georgia. ARCS scholarship funds have found their way to more than 51 college and university campuses from Massachusetts to California, and have helped support more than 3,500 individual scholars in nearly every scientific discipline.

NATIONAL ARCS FACT SHEET
1991-1992

Total Membership: 1631
Total Amount of Money Given For Scholarships: $1,790,000
Total Number of Scholars: 306
Schools Supported: 61
Total Chapters: 15

CUMULATIVE ARCS STATISTICS
1958-1992

Cumulative Moneys Given: $15,808,869
Cumulative Number of Scholars: 5,368
Cumulative Endowment (7 Chapters): $ 734,294
THE ATLANTA SCHOLARS

DAVID AUSTIN
Emory University, Ph.D. Candidate, Chemistry

David Austin received a combined Bachelor and Master of Arts degree in Chemistry from the University of South Florida in 1989. This year, Mr. Austin was awarded the Osborne Quayle Fellowship for excellence in Graduate Research. He has taught at the college level and has had numerous articles published in scientific journals. In addition to organic chemistry research projects, Mr. Austin has helped to computerize the chemistry department and teaches fellow researchers to use computer tools in their own projects.

DEBRA KILPATRICK BEATTIE
Georgia Institute of Technology
Masters Candidate, Bioengineering

Debra K. Beattie obtained a B.S. degree with High Honors from Georgia Tech. After working for Pratt & Whitney, Ms. Beattie resumed her studies at Georgia Tech and is now researching the relationship between the mechanical behavior of blood vessels and atherosclerosis. She plans to obtain a Ph.D. and work in the academic field. Ms. Beattie is active in the Atlanta school community as a mentor to students interested in science.

BRYAN HURLEY DERRICKSON
Morehouse College, Senior, Biology and Spanish

Bryan H. Derrickson is a Ford Foundation Scholar and a member of Phi Beta Kappa. He has done research in the physiology of the human eye at both the National Eye Institute and the Morehouse School of Medicine. Mr. Derrickson has taught college-level Spanish courses while at Morehouse; he hopes to obtain his Ph.D. in physiology and teach at the college or university level.
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WHY SHOULD I GIVE THROUGH ATLANTA ARCS?

100% of all donations go directly to scholarship without deductions for administrative overhead. A gift to ARCS means that every dollar goes exactly where you wish. By soliciting gifts from many donors and pooling those funds, ARCS enables the University to offer a limited number of highly attractive and competitive fellowships.

HOW DO I GO ABOUT GIVING TO ATLANTA ARCS?

Checks may be made out to ARCS ATLANTA CHAPTER and mailed to Cheryl E. Dixon, Treasurer, 7515 Bridgegate Court, Dunwoody, GA 30350. All donations are tax deductible.

| $100 | $500 | $1,000 | $3,000 | $5,000 | other |

I/We wish to contribute to the ARCS Scholarship Fund
Enclosed is a tax deductible donation made out to:
ARCS Foundation Atlanta Chapter

☐ I/We wish to make this gift
☐ in memory of ☐ in honor of

Name: ____________________________  Please send notice of my gift

Address: ____________________________ (without specifying amount) to:

City/State/Zip: ____________________________  Name:

_______________________________

Telephone: ____________________________  Address: ____________________________

☐ Please send more information on ARCS
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